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Global economic activity is experiencing a broad-based and
sharper-than-expected slowdown, with inflation higher than seen
in several decades. The cost-of-living crisis, tightening financial
conditions in most regions, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, and the
lingering COVID-19 pandemic all weigh heavily on the outlook.

Global growth is forecast to slow from 6.0% in 2021 to 3.2% in 2022
and 2.7% in 2023. This is the weakest growth profile since 2001
except for the global financial crisis and the acute phase of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Global inflation is forecast to rise from 4.7% in
2021 to 8.8% in 2022 but to decline to 6.5%in 2023 and to 4.1 percent
by 2024.

Source: IMF 

Global growth has declined sharply since the beginning of the year and, for the remainder of this decade, is expected
to remain below the average of the 2010s. In light of these developments, the risk of stagflation - a combination of
high inflation and sluggish growth - has risen.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has said that it
expects inflation pressures to be significant around the
world for the remainder of 2022. Inflation is predicted to be
worse in developing economies, where price increases
are projected to reach 9.9% on average over the course of
this year. In developed nations, this number was put at
7.2%.

Countries experiencing conflict, upheaval or major
economic problems in 2022 are expected to see inflation
rates far above the global average of 8.8%. Among them
are Venezuela, Sudan, Zimbabwe, Turkey and Argentina. 95
countries – from the developed and the developing world -
are projected to see inflation above 5% but below 10%. This
is more than the around 40 which are expected to keep
inflation at or below the 5% mark.

Global Growth Projections (%)

Source: IMF October 2022

Global Inflation (Average Annual) Projection
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UK INFLATION / INPUTS

Source: ONS Oct 22

UK Annual CPIH / CPI inflation rates

The gap between input
and output prices
(right) remains wide,
and the Institute of
Grocery Distribution
(IGD) expects these
margin pressures to
continue to affect retail
price change in the
coming months

Food Price Inflation

This inflation is being largely driven by supply-side factors, especially energy prices. These continue to erode food
production margins. Input prices for food producers increased again in September, up 0.9%. suggesting that the
upward trend is likely to continue.

The latest data from the ONS reveals that annual “all items” inflation
increased again in September 2022. Food and drink inflation also
continued to accelerate.

The latest ONS findings, covering September 2022, show that year-on-
year inflation has increased slightly, recording 10.1% on the CPI index
(compared to 9.9% last month) and 8.8% on the CPIH (including
housing costs) index (versus 8.6% in July.) The 0.2% increase in the CPI
measure is principally due to rising food prices.

Price change in “food and drink” strengthened again in September,
up 1.5 percentage points to 14.6% year on year. Change is
accelerating, rather than slowing, suggesting food price inflation still
has some way to run.

Source: ONS, IGD Oct 22

Producer Price Indices, Food

Source: ONS Oct 22
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IMPACT: Retail
Retail
Take-home grocery sales rose by 4.8% in the 12 weeks to 2 October 2022 while grocery price inflation has hit another
new peak, according to the latest figures from Kantar. Grocery inflation now stands at 13.9%, a record high since
Kantar began tracking prices in this way during the 2008 financial crash.

The Office for National Statistics (ONS) has looked at the question of how prices of everyday grocery items have
changed for the lowest-cost products. In what the ONS calls ‘highly experimental research’ online grocery price
quotes were collected from seven major supermarket retailers' websites, between April 2021 and September 2022.
Prices were assessed for 30 everyday food and drink items, covering fresh fruit and vegetables, cupboard staples,
chilled products, as well as meat and fish.

Although not directly comparable, the rise in prices for the lowest-cost grocery items is similar to the 15% rise in the
official government measure of inflation for food and drink.

However there is considerable variation across the 30 items, with the prices for four items falling between September
2021 and September 2022, but the prices of 15 items rising by 15% or more.

The items where the lowest prices
rose at the fastest rate between
September 2021 and September
2022 were:

Vegetable oil (65%)

Pasta (60%)

Tea (46%)

Source: ONS Oct 22

In contrast, the largest average fall in the
lowest averages prices measured between
April 2022 and September 2022 were:

Fruit orange juice (down 6 pence to 76
pence for 1 litre)

Beef mince (down 5 pence to £1.95 pence for
500g)

Between April 2022 and September 2022, the three
largest average price rises in cash terms were:

Vegetable oil (up 80 pence for 1 litre to £2.58)

Chips (up 27 pence to £1.37 for 1.5kg)

Milk (up 25 pence to £1.52 for 4 pints)

ONS Everyday Grocery Items Research
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IMPACT: OUT OF HOME

Licensed Premises
It has been a tough third quarter for the hospitality sector, and the CGA AlixPartners Market Monitor shows Britain has seen a net
decline of 2,230 licensed premises between June and September 2022. This is equivalent to 24 net closures every day, or one
an hour.

This is due to a potent mix of factors, including debt accrued during lockdowns and soaring prices in energy, food and labour—
and while consumer spending has generally held up well, inflation has made real-terms growth in sales and profits difficult.

The NielsenIQ /CGA out of home sales tracker shows groups’ sales were ahead of
pre-pandemic levels for the eighth month in a row, with like-for-like growth of 4.0%
compared to September 2019.

However, the dip from 12 months ago demonstrates the headwinds currently facing
the hospitality sector—and with inflation as measured by the Consumer Prices Index
at nearly 10%, sales are much further behind last year’s numbers in real terms.

Pubs were the strongest performing of the Tracker’s three hospitality segments in
September, with year-on-year sales growth of 1.7%. Restaurants’ like-for-like sales
were down by 7.9% on September 2021, and bars’ sales down by 16.0%.

Source: NielsenIQ / CGA / Coffer

Source: AlixPartners

The trend of steady closures over the last quarter has been
notably consistent from place to place. High street, suburban
and rural locations all recorded exactly the same net decline of
2.1% in licensed premises between June and September.

By region, quarter-on-quarter declines varied only slightly, from
a low of 1.6% in the south and south east to a high of 2.9% in
Scotland. The pattern has also been even across Britain’s major
city centres, though London (-2.6%) continues to find it hardest
to build back from the effects of COVID.
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The FAO Cereal Price Index averaged 147.8 points in September, up 2.2 points (1.5%) from August and 14.9 points (11.2%) above
its September 2021 value. In September, international wheat prices rebounded by 2.2%, underpinned by heightened
uncertainty about the Black Sea Grain Initiative's continuation beyond November and the potential impact on Ukraine's
exports.

Moreover, concerns regarding dry conditions in Argentina and the United States of America, as well as a fast pace of exports
from the European Union on top of the bloc’s higher internal demand for wheat amid tighter maize supplies, provided further
support to wheat prices.

9

Future
On the 29th of October,
Russia suspended its
participation in the Black
Sea deal, blaming a
weekend attack on its ships.

At time of publication a
Rabobank analyst said that
the short-term impact of
the Russian move was
evident in an immediate
rise in prices, which could
be sustained if the deal was
not salvaged.

CEREALS

Source: AMIS Market Monitor Oct 2022 

Euronext Price Evolution
International prices of coarse grains rose marginally (+0.4%) again in
September, with mixed price trends. World maize prices were nearly stable
(+0.2%) as a strong United States dollar countered pressure from a tighter
supply outlook with further downgraded production prospects in the
United States of America and the European Union amid uncertainty
regarding Ukraine's exports.

International barley prices declined by 3.0%, mostly reflecting improved harvest prospects in Australia and the
Russian Federation

UK Bread Wheat
The August update from UK Flour Millers
says prices eased as harvests began in the
northern hemisphere, but they remain
volatile. And bakers are paying the price, as
the benchmark November quote for bread
wheat in north-west England is £328.50, up
60% on a year ago.

Edible oils have also been a pressure point,
with poor 2021 harvests in some regions
compounded by difficulties in getting
sunflower oil out of Ukraine.

Euronext Wheat Forward Price Projection

Source: AMIS Market Monitor Oct 2022 
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DAIRY
Negative sentiment returned to UK wholesale markets in
October, with the average cream, butter and SMP prices all
down on the month. An improvement in milk supply in both
the UK and Europe, coupled with an easing in demand, put
downward pressure on prices.

Additionally, AHDB reports that the SIAL exhibition in the last
week of the reporting period amplified downwards
sentiment, adding further pressure.

Cream prices started the period in the range of £2,900/t but
fell as the weeks progressed to lows in the region of £2,550-
£2,700s per tonne. Reports indicate that several factory
shutdowns added extra product onto the market in the
second half of the month, which along with improved milk
deliveries, reduced bulk cream prices on spot markets.

Butter prices also fell, though the size of the decline varied depending on which market was being traded in. Those
most exposed to European markets reported large drops, with prices in the low-to-mid £5,000s by the end of the
reporting period (21 October) and still falling. Some attributed these declines to higher supplies from Ireland, as well as
to negative sentiment at SIAL. Those trading more domestically reported smaller declines with prices staying in the
high £5,800-£6,000 per tonne range. The market for domestically produced product is thought to have tighter supplies,
in part due to still-strong cream and spot milk prices limiting new butter production.

In contrast, Mild Cheddar prices were a more mixed picture. For
most, there were reports of steady to slightly declining prices.

Overall, the mixed price movements suggest some uncertainty
in the market, with the balance between tight stocks and an
anticipated dip in retail demand unclear.

Source: AHDB



The Norwegian farmed salmon price dropped for the fifth consecutive month in September 2022, falling by NOK 3.1/kg (-
4.8%) m-o-m in August 2022 to a 10-month low of NOK 62.4/kg. The price has continued to correct, following the record high
of April 2022, reflecting subdued demand with price-squeezed consumers substituting towards comparatively more
affordable sources of animal protein.

Notwithstanding, the September 2022 price increased by NOK 11.8kg (+23.4%) y-o-y, gaining support from tight global
inventories. It was also related to a comparatively higher proportion of larger sized, more expensive salmon being diverted
through the foodservice channel, rather than the retail sector.

Meanwhile, Mintec’s Chilean salmon price contracted by USD 0.4/Ib (-5.3%) m-o-m in September 2022, to a nine-month low
of USD 7.09/Ib. The dip is partly attributed to the continued strength of the USD against all other major currencies. Indeed,
the strength of the greenback contributes to higher salmon inventories, as it disincentivises non-USD denominated
procurement. US salmon demand has also been weakening, as domestic consumers look for more affordable, shelf- stable
seafoods, such as canned tuna.
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Inputs
According to the RaboResearch unit of Rabobank
fishmeal prices have risen over the past year,
surpassing USD 1,600 (EUR 1,580) per metric ton
recently, while high soy prices has brought soymeal
to nearly the same cost.

Record-high prices for vegetable substitutes are
making marine ingredients relatively competitive in
feed formulas, with the fishmeal/soymeal price ratio
reaching a new low in May 2022 due to high soymeal
prices.

The unavailability of some feed raw materials, notably
organic inputs, are affecting costs and supply.

SALMON

Source: Mintec

Salmon Prices, Key Origins   
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Natural gas
Natural gas prices are falling sharply on both sides of the Atlantic. It’s a sign that Europe is looking increasingly likely to avoid
the worst-case scenarios in terms of energy supply this winter. The main European TTF benchmark price fell to €96.5 per
megawatt hour, or about $27.40 per million British thermal units, on the 25th October. That is down nearly 70% from a high of
more than €300/MWh ($85.40/mn Btu) in August and about half the prices of September.

Liquefied natural gas prices delivered into the UK have fallen to roughly $22/mn Btu, the lowest since June. Those prices spiked
to about $70/mn Btu in August. The US Henry Hub price, meanwhile, was trading at about $5.20/mn Btu, half its high of $10/mn
Btu in August.

13

Weather has played an important role.
Temperatures have been mild across Europe and
the US over the past month, helping to hold
down demand. Consumers and businesses have
also tempered consumption in the face of sky-
high prices.

UK, Europe, US Natural Gas Price Benchmarks $/mn Btu

Source: Reuters Eikon 

ENERGY

Europe has also been on a gas-buying binge over the past
six months, hoovering up supplies off global markets that
normally would have gone to Asia and elsewhere. The US
gas market has turned bearish as well after a scorching hot
summer and surging demand for exports to Europe sent
prices to multiyear highs.

The big question now is, are lower prices are here to stay? Weather will be key;
Europe’s bulging inventories could quickly be drained if temperatures plunge and
Europeans are forced to crank up their heating. The same goes for the US, where
the northeastern states, which rely on LNG imports, are particularly vulnerable to a
supply crunch in a cold snap.

If storage is emptied out this winter, it could have severe knock-on effects for next
year as the continued loss of Russian supply will make it difficult to restock
inventories.

EU Gas Stocks

Source: S&P Global Commodities 
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PACKAGING 

Global 
The Mintec Global Packaging Category Index (MCI) declined again
in September, to USD 1,457/MT, down 2.7% compared to August.
The index has fallen for six consecutive months on the back of
declining plastics and metals prices in the EU and the US. However,
paper prices have remained at historically high levels.
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Eco 
Deliveroo is pumping £2.5m into subsidising the cost of eco-friendly packaging for its
smaller restaurant partners. Restaurant partners will receive a 50% subsidy on the cost
of sustainable packaging, the delivery firm told CityA.M.

The scheme will cover any item that is home-compostable or made from recyclable
paper, cardboard, or recycled plastic. The London listed tech start up said it would also
explore alternative options with partners on products where an easily recyclable or
compostable alternative doesn’t exist yet.

Source: Mintec Analytics  

PET
In the EU PET market, prices fell by 7.6% m-o-m in September to
EUR 1,664/MT, returning to the Q1 rates this year, offsetting the
price hike seen in April 2022. According to market players, lower
freight rates supported import levels and pushed prices down.
Nevertheless, EU PET prices remain higher than a year ago, by 37%,
due to last year’s tight supply conditions.

Global Packaging Index

Paper
According to market sources, manufacturers' capacity utilisation
has decreased, as energy costs remain a challenge for cardboard
producers. However, producers have large inventories compared to
a few months ago, therefore, energy and recovered paper costs
are starting to fall. Consequently, market players believe cardboard
prices could fall in November.

Glass
Food and drink producers are facing
huge increases in the cost of glass.

Having already seen glass prices
surge over the past year, suppliers
are now expecting to pay further
increases of 45% to 70% for glass
bottles from next spring, due mainly
to the rising cost of energy.

On top of that, the price of
Packaging Recovery Notes – which
suppliers are obligated to buy by
law from recycling companies or
compliance schemes – have surged
too, from approximately £45 to
£200 per PRN over the past year.
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FUEL / ROAD FREIGHT
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HGV
According to the most recent ONS Quarterly Labour Force
stats, an end to the HGV driver shortage could be on the
horizon.

The number of HGV delivery drivers in the UK shot up by
11% (34,000) between the first and second quarters of
2022. The current tally of 305,000 is now 4,000 higher than
the pre-Covid workforce.

UK
The overall price-per-mile for haulage and courier vehicles
rose 3.5 points in September, as the price index nears a
three-year high.

The average price-per-mile for haulage and courier
vehicles has risen for the seventh successive month,
according to the TEG Price Index.

With inflation climbing again following the pound’s fall
against the dollar, road transport prices are predicted to
break records in the coming weeks. The overall index’s
price-per-mile is now just 2.4 points off its high-water
mark, driven by dramatic increases in courier prices,
which rose 6.7% year-on-year and 2.5% month-on-month.

TEG Road Transport Price Index: September 22 

Source: Transport Exchange Group

Haulage
Haulage prices dropped 15.2 points (11.1%) year-on-year, their largest annual decrease since TEG Price Index
records began in January 2019.
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Rates
The latest Drewry WCI composite index of $3,145 per 40-foot container is now
70% below the peak of $10,377 reached in September 2021. It is 16% lower
than the 5-year average of $3,747, indicating a return to more normal prices,
but remains 121% higher than average 2019 (pre-pandemic) rates of $1,420.

Freight rates on Shanghai – Rotterdam dropped 13% or $591 to $3,845 per feu.

SEA CARGO Sea Container Costs Timeline

Source: Drewry WCI 

2023 Market Outlook

Source: DHL 
Ocean Freight

2023
HMRC will be retiring the Customs Handling of Import and Export Freight (CHIEF) system on 31 March 2023, and switching to
the new Customs Declaration Service (CDS) electronic system. CHIEF Services will be withdrawn in two stages:
• 30 September 2022: import declarations close on CHIEF
• 31 March 2023: export declarations close on CHIEF / National Exports System (NES)
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AIR FREIGHT
Improving conditions in sea freight, lower sales and high inventory levels has combined to reduce demand for air freight and
while volumes have softened they are stable.

As demand has slackened, so rates have softened on most trade lanes and though month-on-month reductions continue
(globally it is low but stable on most trade lanes, down 10% on 2021.

Overall scheduled capacity is down 9% compared to pre-pandemic levels, but continued monthly improvements have
combined to take it 16% above last year.

Hong Kong has finally relaxed its strict COVID controls and quarantine rules, which will boost belly-hold cargo capacity and
boost the city’s ailing economy, with Cathay Pacific already strengthening its network connectivity through its Hong Kong
hub, launching 200 pairs of regional and long-haul passenger flights in October.

On mainland China there has been a slight increase in freight
rates from major origins including Guangzhou and Shanghai,
ahead of the Golden Week holidays, but questions remain
over whether rates will pick up, and how long any peak season
will last.

With softened demand and recovering capacity, we are likely
to see an aggressive spot market on most trade lanes, with
rates likely to remain affected mostly due to jet fuel price hike
and service disruptions.

Fuel surcharges will continue to fluctuate amidst oil price
fluctuations and restrictions in supply, with airspace closure,
cancelled and re-routed flights leading to higher transit time
and increased costs, which will put upward pressure on rates.

Global Air Freight Volumes 2022

Source: WorldACD Market Data
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LABOUR
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The UK is facing the tightest labour market in many years. While economic activity seems to be slowing, high economic
inactivity keeps the labour market hot.

A rise in the number of people afflicted with long-term illnesses pushed the unemployment rate to 3.5% in August, its lowest
since 1974. As employers struggle to fill positions, despite signs of slowing economic activity, pressures on wages will remain
high. Earnings data confirm this, with nominal regular pay growing by 5.4% over the three months to August, the strongest
growth since records started, excluding the pandemic period. In real terms, regular pay fell by 2.9% -- also among the
largest falls in real pay growth.

These labour market developments are challenges for the monetary policy makers and businesses alike. High wage rises
coupled with low unemployment will keep the pressure on the Bank of England to raise interest rates. But while higher
interest rates will stifle growth, elevated wage pressures will not squash inflation, leaving the Bank facing a tough
conundrum.

Staff shortages have significantly tested businesses, as there are no real short-term solutions, with SMEs particularly
challenged, as they have a lower ability to increase wages aggressively.

Seasonal Staff
The UK Government has
confirmed that the
Seasonal Worker visa route
is being expanded to
include poultry workers to
support the industry in the
run up to Christmas.

Defra has announced that John Shropshire will chair the Independent Review Into
Labour Shortages in the Food Supply Chain. Mr Shropshire is an industry veteran, who
stepped down from his role as CEO of major horticulture producer G’s Fresh Group last
year.

The Review will consider the challenges facing food and farming businesses to recruit and
retain the labour they require and will provide recommendations for industry and
Government to consider. The review will encompass the roles of automation, domestic
employment and migration routes.

Food and drink manufacturers have been reporting a higher vacancy rate than the UK one, with 6.3
unfilled positions for each 100 jobs in Q2, above the UK’s average of 4.2, with shortages reported across a
wide range of roles and skills, from high-skilled roles (engineers, HR and legal) to technical specialists
(butchers and laboratory technicians) and production operatives.



If you have any questions about this report, please contact:

info@theknowledgebank.scot

mailto:info@theknowledgebank.scot
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